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rank and file to any enthusiasm. He had been among his
constituents and only one was in favour of Baldwin. He was
not the only political leader to fall on evil days. He had be-
come Prime Minister by a succession of accidents. { He
slipped into office to the surprise of both himself and his
friends.' ' He has lacked presence and vigour, his work is
done/ The country in its hour of trial called for fresh initia-
tive. He offered as substitute Baldwin's particular b£te noir,
Sir Robert Horne. Two other M.P.'s wrote of their chief in
terms that were hardly complimentary.
On the 6th October Eden intervened to take up the Baldwin
cause in terms of the utmost vehemence. * How delightful it
must have been for Sir Martin Conway to find himself so
completely in accord with all his constituents—but one. Rare
iinanimity and unhappy exception! . . .  Mr. Baldwin must
go, doughty dons confirm it.   It is a pedagogic proposition,
simple but complete. What more is there to say ? Were Sir
Martin to extend his inquiries beyond the confines of English
University professors and beyond even the circle of readers
of the most provincial Press in the world, the London penny
newspapers, he might then find in our industrial cities a
minority of more than one. He might even discover what the
writer of this letter sincerely believes to be the truth, that
Mr. Baldwin is still the most influential personal factor in
contemporary English politics.*   He should have seen Mr.
Baldwin at the National Brotherhood Conference at Coventry
(congenial Nonconformist surroundings, it should be noted).
All the academic antimacassars would not then have sufficed
to stifle  him.     If   the  Conservative  Party  jettisons  Mr.
Baldwin it will sacrifice its greatest electoral asset.  c But that
is not of course the sole reason why many of us would deeply
regret to see Mr. Baldwin relinquish the leadership of the
Conservative Party.'  For so long as he was leader * so long
will its "right wing" be unable to dominate the Party's
counsels and narrow its purposes—of this the Trade Disputes
Bill was a sufficient example; so long also will confidence
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